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AbstmL The m.enmnt lsmg spin glas  &.~Mn0,3s'TiO3 has been studied with 
M k b a u e r  spedmscnpy as well as with fieldcooled and zero-fieldcooled magnetization 
measurements. The Nbel and spin glass temperatures obtained are TN = 32.8 K and 
Ts = 25.8 K, respectively. The nFe Mcssbauer spectra remrded below 32 K are 
described in terms of two subspectra emanating from paramagnetic iron atoms and 
f" iron atoms with canted magnetic moments. The canting angle was determined 
to k 8 cz 4 5 O  for all temperatures below TN. The intensity of the paramagnetic 
subspecmm decreases with decreasing temperature and h typically about 25% at 
Te Longitudinal as well as mwerse nxntrant spin glass khaviour is obselved in 
magnethation measurements. 

1. Introduction 

The ilmenites FeTiO, and MnTiO, have corundum tYpe crystal structures with 
Fez+/Mn2+ and Tiq in equivalent octahedral sites of the HCP Oxygen lattice. The 
structure is shown in figure 1. The cations form honeycomb patterns in alternate 
layers in the hexagonal c plane. Evely thud octahedral site along e is vacant. 
The cations sites have a trigonal symmetry axis along e. The crystalline field and 
spin-orbit coupling muse a strong magnetic anisotropy of the Fe2+ ions with c as 
the spin easy axis. Actually, a small anting angle of 1.60 ?C 0.1' of the magnetic 
moments to the c axis has been found in FeTiO, [l]. Dipole-dipole interaction 
causes e to be the easy axis in MnTiO, also 121. The interplane coupling is 
antiferromagnetic in both compounds while the intralayer order is ferromagnetic in 
FeTiO, and antiferromagnetic in MnTiO,. The magnetic coupling between adjacent 
c planes is small but not negligible. The exchange constant between nearest Fe 
neighbours of different planes in FeTiO, has been reported to be -55% of the value 
for neighbours in the Same plane [3]. 

In a mixed compound Fe,Mn,-,TiO,, the Fe and Mn ions are randomly 
distributed on the Fe/Mn cationic sites, and their spins experience exchange 
frustrations leading to spin glass (SG) behaviour in the samples with 0.39 < z < 0.57 
[4,51. In the single crystal Feo.62Mq,38Ti03 which was studied here, the SO 
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ordering coexists with non-perfect antiferromagnetic (AF) order below the spin glass 
temperature T 16). The system is a so-called re-entrant SG (RSG), meaning TN > T 

The aim of this study was to compare changes in the hyperfine interactions at #; 
with results from magnetization measurements. We expected an abrupt decrease of 
the spin alignment on entering the SG state. Such a drop in the spin alignment at Ts, 
due to the freezing of the transverse spin component, has been found in the metallic 
spin glass Au,,&~,,,~ by Lange d a1 [q and in PdFeMn by l k e d a  ef al [SI, and 
non-collinear spin arrangement has been suggested to appear below Tb in short-range 
insulating spin glasses from simulations on reentrant planar ferromagnets by Saslow 
and Parker [9]. 

2. Experimental details 

The magnetization measurements were made in a superconducting quantum interfer- 
ence device (SQUID) magnetometer. The zero-field-cooled (ZFC) magnetization was 
obtained by cooling the sample in mro field from T = 60 K to 5 K A static field 
in the range 0.05 kG < H < 12 kG was then applied parallel/perpendicular to the c 
axis and the temperature was hcreased s1epwk.e; at each temperature the longitudi- 
nal/transverse ZIT magnetization M,, was recorded. After reaching T = 60 K, the 
temperature was decreased stepwise and the field-cooled magnetization MFC mea- 
sured. A low cooliog rate was used, in order for xFc = MR/H to be approxunately 
equal to the static susceptibility. 

M a b a u e r  measurements were made with a "CORh source at m m  temperature. 
A 0.10 f 0.02 mm thick Feo,6&4n,,Ti03 single crystal was used as absorber in 
conventional transmission geometry, with the y radiation in the crystallographic e 
direction. Thii absorber has an effective Mosbauer thickness D U 4, calculated as 
D = f N d u ,  where N is the number of "Fe atoms cmU3 in the absorber, d is the 
thickness in cm, U is the resonance cross section and the absorber factor f has been 
estimated to 0.6. Simultaneous a-Fe calibration spectra were taken in the opposite 
direction. A liquid He flow cryostat was used to obtain sample temperatures from 
10 K to 37 IC The temperature was kept constant within &l K AU spectra were 
analysed using a Mossbauer analysis program with a complete transmission integral 
calculation [lo] to correct for the finite absorber thickness. A complete combined 
interaction Hamiltonian was used in the program for electric quadrupole and magnetic 
interactions of comparable strengths. 

. 

3. Results and interpretation 

3.1. Magnetization 

Figure 2 shows xzFc and xR versus temperature, measured with the field applied 
parallel and perpendicular to the c axis. The cusp in x indicates the phase transition 
between the paramagnetic (PM) and the AF states. The temperatures at which xzFc 
differs from xFc form the temperature range where a fraction of the frustrated 
magnetic moments are frozen. Irreversibility in x appears in the transverse as well 
as in the longitudinal direction, but the transverse component is about 20% of the 
magnitude of the longitudinal. The anisotrqy of the magnetization, being very large 
already in the PM phase, shows that the magnetocrystallie anisotropy energy is larger 
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than the exchange energies. The Nee1 temperature is TN = 32.8 f 0.2 K. The spin 
glass temperature determined by AC susceptibility measurements is Tb = 25.8f0.4 K 
[111. 
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F i i r c  L Hexagonal slntclure of the ilmeniles Figure 2. Longitudinal and lransverse field- 
FeTiOl and MnTiOS: above, the cation sublattice cooled (FC) and zen-leldsooled ( u c )  magnetic 
only; below, the q g e n  nearesl neighbour arrange- SuSOeplibilities of Feo.aMno.nTiO5. 
menl. 

In the anisotropic spin glass Fe,TiO,, Yeshurun and Sompolinsky [12] have stated 
that x along the crystallographic o / b  axes shows some anomaly associated with a spin 
glass transition. The transverse irreversibility was found to be an order of magnitude 
weaker than the longitudinal one. In FeU.62Mh,38TiQ3, we find a reentrant spin glass 
behaviour in the transverse as well as in the longitudinal direction, although a factor 
of lower in susceptibility. 

The possibility of a misalignment of the sample during the measurement has 
been considered. For this reason a series of experiments was made where the angles 
between the sample, pick-up coils and applied fields were carefully checked. However, 
in analysing these results, it was found that the misalignment angle would be as large 
as loo or more in order U) account for the magnitude of the irreversibility in the 
transverse componenr 

3.2 Mdssbauer spectroscopy 

In figure 3 the 57Fe M6ssbauer spectra of the Fe,,,Mno,,Ti03 single crystal are 
shown The hyperfine parameters obtained at 10 K and 295 K are listed in table 1. 

For T > TN the spectra are quadrupole split doublets with rather narrow 
lines at room temperature (r, = 0.31 mm s-I) and slightly broadened at 37 K 
(rds = 0.37 mm s-I). For pure FeTiQ, and MnTiO, the point group symmetry of 
the Fe (Mn) site requires the nuclear electric field gradient to be axially symmetric 
with the principal axis t parallel to e. The area ratio of the two Lines in Fe-ilmenite 
should then be 1:3 with the principal component of the electric field gradient (EFG) 
tensor V,, positive and parallel with the y direction [lq, i.e. parallel to c [16]. In 
this way we would expect the polar angle 0 between the z axis of the EFG and B, to 
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lbbk L Values of the hypefine parameters at 10 K and at 295 K oblaincd in his study 
togelher with wlues f" piyclyslallioe material reporfed by Syono U d I131 and Gran! 
U d [14]. Ihe CF is given relative u1 M!UT;II iron at mom temperature. The quadrupole 
6plitting is defined as dQ = eQV,,/2 and Bu is the magnetic hyperEnc Eeld. 

Compound T (K) CT (mm s-l) dQ (mm s-l) Bu 
Feo.ahhwrx03 295 1.w f 0.01 0.76 f 0.01 ao 

Fen03 I131 300 1.08 a7 

M 1 1 l i i 3 ( ~ F s )  113) 300 1.11 a8 

10 1.22 f 0.02 1.55 f 0.03 6.3f 0.1 (M 

1.23 & 0.02 1.58 f 0.06 ao m 

4.2 1.44 5.6 

4.2 1.62 13 
FeTiO, 1141 5 1.22 f 0.01 1.44 * 0.01 4.3 f 0.3 

be identical to the angle between c and B,. For our mixed sample the point group 
symmey of the Fe site is disturbed due to the substitution of Mn for Fe. In any case, 
taking only the nearest 0 atom into account, the EFG tensor for the lattice would still 
be axially symmetric with the c and .z axes parallel. In the analysis below we have 
assumed this to be the case for the full EF(~ tensor although a slight deviation of the 
parallelism and axial symmey cannot be excluded. 

The spectra for T < TN are broad unresolved patterns typical for a disordered 
material. Broadening of this kind can be a consequence of distributions in the values 
of the hyperline parameters (the magnetic hyperfine field B,, the central shift cs and 
the quadrupole splitting d Q  = eQVz,/2 with Q denoting the nuclear quadrupole 
moment) or by a distribution in the polar angle 0 between the principal axes of the 
EFG and B,. Another explanation of broadening can be the existence of magnetic 
relaxation times, T, of the Same order of magnitude as the Larmor precession time 
of the Mossbauer nuclear level: - 

The SG is characterized by a spectrum of relaxation times ranging from 
microscopic times to a maximum value, T..~, which diverges on approaching Tb from 
above. Microscopically, the SG can be pictured as a collection of atomic magnetic 
moments, each having a certain arrangement of neighbours and a certain probability 
per unit time of flipping. " k i n g  not only nearest neighbours into consideration, there 
will be a large number of possible configurations. 

Using this picture, the spectra can be treated as superpositions of subspectra with 
different hyperfine parameters. It is possible that a PM subspectrum coexists with 
the magnetically split absorption patterns, at least at temperatures close to TN. In 
this model, a PM subspectrum is created by magnetic moments with relaxation times 
smaller than the Larmor precession time of the Mossbauer level. Judging from the 
narrow lines of the high-temperature doublet we can assume that the cs is almost 
the same for all subspectra at low temperatures also. 

In analysing this type of Mossbauer spectrum one is obliged to restrict the number 
of variables and to use simplified models in the fitting. It turned out to be possible 
to obtain reasonably god fits to the low-temperature spectra when subspectra arising 
from canted (CM) and PM moments were used in the least squares fit. Introducing 
also a subspectrum arising from non-canted or longitudinal moments (LM) gave only 
minor improvements to the fits. Furthermore the intensity of this LM subspectrum 
turned out to be rather low and therefore not so critical in the interpretation of the 
data. The following model was used. Basically, the spin system has an FeTiO, type AF 

s in Feo,,M~,38Ti0,. 
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order. A fraction of the atomic magnetic moments is frustrated and will minimize the 
total energy by changing its orientation away from c, decreasing the alignment also 
among the neighbouring spins. Effects of relaxation and variations in the hyperfine 
parameters due to a variation in magnetic neighbour arrangement are to some extent 
covered by broadening of the individual lines in the analysis. 

Finally, the fitting procedure used the following assumptions. Each spectrum 
was described with one electric quadrupole split doublet (the PM subspectrum) and 
one magnetically and electrically split subspectrum emanating from canted moments 
(the CM subspectrum). Their relative intensities, the Lorentzian line widths and the 
quadrupole couplig constans for the subspectra were allowed to vary freely, as well 
as the magnetic hyperfine fields and the canting angle for the canted subspectra. 
One restriction was that all subspectra must have identical values of cs and that the 
asymmetry found in the doublet at 37 K should be roughly preserved for the PM 
subspectrum below 37 K. A small misalignment of the c axis of the single crystal 
and/or a small misalignment of the z axis of the EFG tensor with respect to the 
incoming 7 rays were also allowed in the fitting. 

The relative intensities versus temperature of the CM and PM subspectra which give 
the best least squares fits are plotted in figure 4 The angle 6' of the ( 3 4  subspectrum 
varies between 43O and 47O with an average around 45O. At T = 30 K the intensity 
of the CNI subspectrum is already dominant with roughly 

The temperature dependence of the intensities follows the expected behaviour. 
The PM intensity grows from a value of 5% at 10 K at the expense of the CM intensity. 
The frustrated spins, having the smallest total exchange fields, are easily thermally 
excited. With decreasing temperature the frustrated spins freeze at some large angle 
to c and will have an increasing influence on the spin system thereby causing a 
misalignment of the neighbouring magnetic moments. Our interpretation is that for 
temperatures T < TN the PM subspectrum will arise mainly from frustrated spins, 
'leaving' the canted state when the temperature increases. 

The angle 6' of the hyperfine fields with respect to the c axis is roughly 45', a 
large value considering the anisotropy in x and the strong crystal field anisotropy 
of Fe2+ in FeTiO,. A mean canting angle of (6') U 6o' has been observed in the 
non-re-entrant l=eu,,Mnu,,TiO, 117-191. 

In figure 5 the hypertine field Bht is plotted versus temperature. The low wlues 
of B, at low T show that the iron orbital angular momentum is unquenched 
as expected for Fez" in a uniaxial crystal field making an orbital doublet lower. 
However, compared to Bhf in the ordered Fe and Mn ilmenites (see table 1). at 
10 K our canted values of -6.3 T (assumed to be negative) are larger in magnitude. 
Calculated values for the contributions to Bhf for Fe-ilmenite as reported by Grant 
ef a1 [14] are Bd,, = t42.0 'I: Bdipolar = 9 . 9  T and Bkmi = -52.2 T giving 
B,  = -4.3 T Possible explanations for our larger value are that the orbital and 
the dipolar contributions to B, are dependent on the canting angle of the magnetic 
moment. 

The orbital level scheme and the electronic wave functions of Fe2+ in a crystalline 
field of trigonal symmetry has been discussed by Okiji and Kanamori [20]. The 
lowest level turned out to be a doublet. An almost linear relation between 
B3 = €Idipolar + BOhi,, and dQ,,,,, was found for these types of compounds. 
Assuming the lattice contribution to the EFG to be small, this shows that the value 
of BM is less positive for the Fe in FeTiO, than for Fe in the CM subspectrum of 
our sample. Hence, we should expect a more negative value for the total magnetic 

of the total intensity. 
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ngum 3. M6ssbauer speclra of F e a e M ~ , ~ T i O %  e r e  4 Relative intensities of the M6ssbauer 
a1 various tempcmturer The solid lines are the subspectra attributed to h z e n  iron magnetic 
best fils 10 the model described in the ext. The moments canted lelative to the aystallogmphic c 
PM and CM subspecIra are displayed in the spectra axis, and paramagnetic iron momenls 
recorded at 20 K. 

hypefine field in RTiO, than for the CM subspectrum which is contradictory to our 
observations. It is therefore tempting to also assume changes in the term BFemi for 
Fe in RTiO, relative to F%,62Tb,,803 as a result of the canting angles of Fe2+ spins. 

The EFG is large with a dominating orbital contribution due to the strong 
anisotropy. This gives a large splitting. As we can see in figure 6, dQ decreases with 
temperature, which a n  be attributed to the increase of populations on the higher 
electronic states with small dQ and negative dQ [Zl]. There is also an effect of the 
change in the mean square displacements of a tom in the crystal lattice [ZZ]. Below 
TN the fittings gave two values for dQ, from the PM and CM subspectra respectively 
for each spectrum. The difference is typically - 0.03 mm s-* or within limits of error 
the values are .the same. In figure 6 the average values are plotted. The type of 
spin angular dependence on dQ reported by Fujita et a1 [23] could not be observed 
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below TN in our rase. The values of dQ for the PM subspectrum obtained in this 
investigation fall very nicely in between the values reported for R T O ,  and MnTiO, 
(see table. 1). 

7 i " " " ' k  

0 5 0  100 150 ZOO 250 300 
Tempsralura LIB 

pisure 5. Hypefine fields tor the canted Figure 6 Quadruple splitling versus temperature 
subspenrum versus T for F~aMno.nTi03.  for F e O . 6 2 ~ 0 . 3 B x o 3 .  

The m m  temperature value of the cs is close to what has been found for FeTiO, 
(see table 1) and is typical for high-spin Fezt with a low degree of m l e n c y  1241. 

4. Discussion and conclusions 

It can be argued that a rough analysis of this kind of Mossbauer spectra from a 
magnetically disordered material might yield spurious results. The model with two 
subspectra described above was therefore checked using a more detailed analysis 
allowing for a distribution in canting angles and in magnetic hyperfine fields. It turns 
out that the results of the simplified model (in terms of hyperfine parameters and 
relative intensities) agree with the more detailed model. Our argument for presenting 
the simpler model is that the number of parameters ought to be kept to a minimum 
in analysing poorly resolved spectra. 

The freezing temperature, T,, below which dynamic effects are observed, is 
dependent on the timescale of observation. At a certain temperature the SG system 
is characterized by a range of relaxation times from zero to a temperature dependent 
maximum relaxation time, T,,,, which diverges on approaching Tb from above. At 
T, the observation time of the experimental probe is 1 = rma. Dynamic scaling 
analysis, using AC susceptibility data [U], yields T, CI 33 K for t = s, which is 
the observation time of the Mossbauer measurement. Thus, the freezing temperature 
in the Mossbauer measurement is approximately the same as TN. 

The Mossbauer and the magnetization results can be explained consistently by 
the fact that the strong uniaxial anisotropy of the king system is overcome locally by 
the competing exchange fields, but the resulting canting of the spins has projections 
on the c plane distributed in all directions. The net response to transverse magnetic 
fields, the transverse susceptibility, remains small in spite of the large canting angles. 

It has been confirmed in this study that there is a large average ranting angle of the 
magnetic moments in the re-entrant king spin glass Feu&4nu,,,Ti0,. Furthermore 
no obvious effects of the re-entrant transition could be seen in the results of the 
data analysis. However, Mossbauer measurements on RSGS having a larger difference 
between TN and T, may show more obvious effects of re-entrance. 
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The advantages with the Mijssbauer method in studies of dynamic systems is the 
short observation time (of the order of s in 57Fe) and the possibility of obtaining 
angular information about the atomic magnetic moments from the spectra without 
the application of an external magnetic field. However, it is necessary to have a 
plausible microscopical model for the spin system to be able to restrict the number of 
free parameters in the analysis. Only then it will be possible to obtain unambiguous 
information from the unresolved spectra. 
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